The United Jewish Federation of Tidewater will host the next Hampton Roads Diversity and Inclusion Consortium quarterly meeting. The HRDIC provides organizations with opportunities to share ideas, resources, and lessons learned to embrace diversity and build inclusive workplaces.

Founded in 2011, HRDIC facilitates quarterly meetings that are free and open to the public, with a particular focus on representatives from businesses, higher education, nonprofit organizations, and government. HRDIC also holds an annual conference in October that brings together more than 200 community members to hear from speakers, network and learn strategies and skills to make their organizations more inclusive.

HRDIC programming is conducted in partnership with the Virginia Center for Inclusive Communities, an 81-year-old nonprofit organization that works with schools, businesses and communities to achieve success through inclusion. VCIC will facilitate the Sept. 15 HRDIC meeting.

Learn more about the Hampton Roads Diversity and Inclusion Consortium at www.hrdic.com and about the Virginia Center for Inclusive Communities at www.inclusiveva.org.

Pre-registration is required for the Sept. 15 meeting. Email Hrdic2014@gmail.com to register.